Abstract. There are countless ways of crossing borders, be they physical, geographic, social, economic, cultural or psychological . When coming up against a border, one has two options: either to cross it or to remain within . This essay investigates Csaba Székely's Bányavidék [Mine District] trilogy primarily from the perspective of such concepts of imagology as region, center-periphery dichotomy, identity, image, representation, as well as stereotypes and clichés, and examines whether the playwright truly deconstructs such stereotyped representations of the specific geographical and cultural space and its people the trilogy focuses on .
Introduction
Csaba Székely made his name in literary circles first with his short fiction published in various journals and magazines . However, his big breakthrough came in the field of drama when he won the 2009 BBC World Service/British Council's International Playwriting Competition with his English-language radio play Do You Like Banana, Comrades?. The Hungarian speaking public though only really got acquainted with the young playwright in 2011 when Bányavirág [Mine Flower] -one of the award-winning plays of a student playwriting competition -was first performed and then published in the literary magazine Látó . And upon the immediate success of the play, both with audiences and ActA UniversitAtis sApientiAe, philologicA, 10, 1 (2018) 89-104 DOI: 110 .2478 89-104 DOI: 110 . /ausp-2018 critics, Székely continued writing about the same group of characters, the same region and the same topics till the work grew into the trilogy Bányavidék [Mine District] -encompassing also Bányavakság [Mine Blindness] (2012) and Bányavíz [Mine Water] (2013) .
1 Asked whether initially he had in mind writing a trilogy, the playwright said that at the time it seemed a singular exercise, but that during the creative process of writing [Mine Flower] he realized that he had a lot more to say about the topic (Csicsely 2012) .
Reviewers and theatre critics seem also to have had a lot to say about Székely's trilogy; much less so the academics in the sense that up to the present we have no knowledge of any scholarly articles or studies having been published about the plays. Our aim, however, is not primarily to fill that gap; much rather, in the context of the wider topic of crossing borders and transgressing boundaries, we argue that, similarly to the characters of the trilogy unable to cross any borders, the playwright himself proves unable to cross certain borders, despite his desire to break taboos and deconstruct stereotyped images and representations of Transylvania and its inhabitants, and specifically Szeklerland and the Szeklers.
2
We argue that his attempt at contouring a specific geographic, social, economic, cultural and psychological space results in not only his characters being trapped in this environment, but the playwright himself remaining stuck with stereotypes and clichés, offering a different though still unilateral representation of a complex milieu .
3 Thus, his goal of deconstructing the stereotyped image of Szeklerland remains -at least, partially -unfulfilled; what is more, he offers a representation that itself reproduces and perpetuates stereotypes .
In our investigation we rely on concepts of imagology and have employed the analytic tools offered by Manfred Beller and Joep Leerssen and their useful definitions of terms such as territory, region, center and periphery, identity, image, representation, as well as prejudice, stereotype and cliché .
1
To our knowledge, at present there exists no official translation into English of the plays. All titles used in the essay are our translations . Similarly, quotations from texts not available in English -from the plays, reviews, interviews, or specialized literature -are our own . For the sake of fluency from here on we use only the English titles of the plays.
2
Szeklerland is a particular historical and cultural region of Romania, formerly part of Hungary, populated in majority by Hungarians . Szeklers ("székely" in Hungarian) are considered and consider themselves a particular ethnic group among Hungarians, the biggest part of the largest minority in Romania (Horváth 2010, 147 And there is no respite and repose, all three plays are structured with a fast-pace dialogue in a language (all of the characters speaking in the same manner and with the same vocabulary) that -many would consider -unprintable . 4 Székely's trilogy in fact grew out of an MA workshop where students were asked to rewrite a classic play and Székely's choice fell on Chekhov's Uncle Vanya . In an interview given to the theatrical blog vanyabacsi .blog .hu, among further literary models that inspired and influenced him, Székely also lists Martin McDonagh's The Cripple of Inishmaan . Reading the plays one also necessarily thinks of Eugene O'Neill's The Iceman Cometh with its characters trapped in Harry Hope's bar, as if stuck in time and place with their illusions and delusions of leaving and leading successful lives somewhere else; something that also turns up in the minds of Székely's similarly trapped characters . And, of course, the multiple dialogues where characters seem to talk next to each other rather than to each other, the multiple instances where -though they are constantly talking -the characters' interactions are nothing but examples of the breakdown of meaningful communication, the total stasis of the village with nothing and no one ever changing nod towards existentialism and the theatre of the absurd, including Beckett, Ionesco, Pinter, or from the Hungarian theatrical tradition Örkény .
The Trilogy and Its Reception
[Mine Flower], and later the other two plays of the trilogy have gained resounding success for their author . They have been put on numerous times by both professional and amateur theatre groups, including the Hungarian National Theatre . And they have brought the playwright a number of prizes and acclaim, and -surprisingly -a lot of success not only with critics and other professionals of the theatrical world, but also audiences, including those from Szeklerland . The explanation of such success could rely in the antithesis between the image of Szeklerland and the Szeklers promoted in Hungary and also in Transylvania and the one created by Székely . There exists a stereotypical representation of Szeklerland created and propagated by the Other -in this case primarily Hungarians from Hungary, a representation that largely influences and often stands as the basis of the Szeklers' self-image . And Székely's aim was to destroy this idealized image, arguing that he merely mirrored reality at is was . In an interview, asked whether the depicted world was a typical Transylvanian one, he specified: "We are also like that, these stories are a slice of what we witness in our environment," stating that this was the way he saw people from Transylvania, and in larger terms from Eastern Europe, stipulating that there were regions in Europe where people lived similar lives to those led by the characters of the trilogy and that his goal was to draw attention to this fact as well (Szilléry 2013) .
According to sociologist Margit Feischmidt, there exist two images of Transylvania in Hungary which are not only different, but more than that, they contradict each other . There exists, on the one hand, a Transylvania that "resembles us, what is more, it is identical with us, Hungarians" 5 (2005, 7), maybe even "more Hungarian" than any region of Hungary . Thus, it is a cultic space where ancient, authentic Hungarian culture is maintained . On the other hand, Transylvania is also seen as a distant, different, other, foreign land that is backward, less modernized, moreover, uncivilized; still, a positive image in the sense that Transylvania here becomes a synonym for the idealized rural setting, close-to-nature lifestyle and community-based society (2005, 7) . Of course, Feischmidt states, both of these images are constructs, and far from experienced reality (2005, 7) . Their legitimacy consists in the spaces they themselves create through discourse .
With reference to the Szeklers' self-image and autostereotypes sociologists state that they have arisen through the natural course of transition across political borders of heterostereotypes existing in Hungary . Similarly to Feischmidt, researchers Alpár Horváth and Gábor Michalkó also maintain that the Szeklers have adopted the image formed in Hungary about themselves . They add that Hungarians from Hungary -and, consequently, also the Szeklers themselvesconsider that the Szeklers have the sacred responsibility to resist any assimilatory politics or globalizing pressure, any urge to leave, and must remain in the space they were born in (2014, 154) . Just like the representation of Szeklerland as a fundamentally rural, close-to-nature realm, unspoiled and uncorrupted by global trends, this image of the Szeklers as the guardians of this space and of authentic Hungarian culture has by now become a cliché .
Imagological Concepts and the Trilogy

Identity, Image, Representation
"Identity […] involves the meaning of 'being identifiable,' and it is closely linked to the idea of permanence through time . […] [H]owever, this older and deeper, diachronic meaning of the notion of identity has become overshadowed by the more current, synchronic meaning of a 'separate and autonomous individuality,'" Leerssen argues (2007, 335) . Accordingly, the diachronic dimension of identity means that someone or something remains identical with itself/him/herself, that there exists something static and unchanging in us, and it also involves the belief that the past ceases to become the past, it persists through time and constitutes the core of our image about ourselves -be it individual or group identity we are speaking about. The synchronic meaning, however, implies a self-definition on the basis of contrast and comparison with the Other and the notions of the autonomy and self-awareness of the subject . In this sense, then, identity is not a fixed entity, despite its diachronic dimension; much rather, it may be perceived as a position shifting due to one's relations to the non-I, something that we construct . As Leerssen further states, alterity, the other, the foreign is constitutive of identity, which itself is not a given, but much rather it is in constant becoming in the course of conceptualization and articulation .
Group identity is also a process rather than a state, "a balancing process where the internal cohesion and external distinctness of the group overweigh the group's internal diversity and its external similarities" (Leerssen 2007, 337) . Group identity's foundation lies then on the presumption that -though multivocal and diverse -the group has a homogenous core . This undifferentiated core is presupposed to be detectable mostly in small-scale rural communities . To use Leerssen's words, such atom-units are nothing but fata morgana (2007, 338) , mental constructs in the form of images .
Similarly, our opinion of others and, implicitly, of ourselves is based on images . Images are the discursive representations of the self and of the group, and thus they change and shift depending on the context, age, intention, communicative situation, etc . The verbalization of these images -of the self, of others, of our environment -has always been the main preoccupation of the arts, of literature conceiving its task as the "representation" of some external or internal reality .
As Ann Rigney argues, representation "[a]s a category of cultural analysis, […] has become the preferred term to designate the ways in which texts […] provide images of the world" (2007, 415) . This "mirror" function of the arts and of literature, however, has always been a problematic issue both ontologically and epistemologically, and has by the early twentieth century become refuted, if it has ever been truly and universally accepted . Representations construct the world rather than reflecting it; according to Rigney "they are ways of constructing and directing our view of the world with the help of language" (2007, 415) .
Territory, Region, Periphery
We construct, conceive and verbalize our identities relying on and with the use of multiple concepts and in contrast to the image we have formed about the Other. One of these constitutive elements is space, or territory, specifically the concept or image of the homeland . Social sciences and cultural studies, though, have pointed out that recently space and position have tended to lose their defining quality in what concerns identity construction and that there have been detectable beginnings of an ongoing global deterritorialization process . 6 However, it has also been shown that there is now a conscious counter-action towards reterritorialization . Due to political, economic, social, etc . reasons (mainly political) efforts have been made to refill the space emptied of its symbolic significance with symbolic valences of value. We witness a ritual reoccupation of space in the hope that renewed territorial attachment would counterbalance emigration and would offer a new sense of an anchored, thus stable identity . Investigating specific aspects of interethnic relations and their media-representation in Szeklerland, Bíborka Ádám writes: "As a result of historical and social changes of the last decades, ethnicity research, the study of ethnic and/or cultural identity and of categories of interethnic relations, the exploration of their representation have become central issues of sociological discourse . Primarily as an effect of theories coming from Western Europe and the overseas, the study of phenomena denoted through the above mentioned terms has unfolded with special intensity in Central-and Eastern Europe . All these can, of course, be correlated with the fall of political systems with decades-long traditions, of socialism and communism, whose fall has initiated the process of self-definition, identity articulation of ethnic groups living in these countries, as well as the processes of redistribution of border territories, symbolic spaces and goods. Thus, a new process has officially started in the lives of Central-Eastern-European nations, through which these given nations and groups redefine themselves, their past, their present and their relations to their neighbor or co-existing nationalities" (2016, 9) .
are generally viewed as ideal for such reloading of space as these are thought to be the locations of sustained traditions and an "unspoiled" and "uncorrupted" pastoral connection to nature and to stereotyped images of rural wisdom and authenticity . Relying on Sengle's arguments Leerssen states:
Following Romanticism, the rustic tale became a cult all over Europe . Urbanization and industrialization provoked as a counterreaction a nostalgic celebration of the simplicity, traditions and artless spontaneity of the preindustrial, pre-modern countryside . In the climate of the modernizing state, a need was obviously felt for a more affective focus of loyalty, one involving childhood memories, family history and communitarian ties rather than citizenship and institutional bonds . The rustic community had become peripheral to the modern state, but in affective terms retained an important status: even if one did not have direct, personal connections with the rustic countryside, with a 'homeland,' one vicariously projected oneself into it . (2007, 412) This nostalgic image of the village is built on representations of it that single out and emphasize such aspects of small-scale community life as stasis, both in the sense of staying and in the sense of social immobility, intimate relations among members of the community who, though they may have little education, possess an innate or inherited wisdom and common sense that urban society seems to have lost, and "a high degree of solidarity and no loneliness" (Leerssen 2007, 413) .
In this context the village becomes the counterpart of the state or of larger cities in the center-periphery dichotomy . Despite the fact that they may be differently valorized, either one or the other being seen as the positive pole, the center is always perceived as the locus of power, while the periphery as outside of the network of power . Similarly, the center is in constant movement, development and change, while the periphery is fundamentally static. Leerssen also identifies a temporal dissociation between them: the periphery always figures as backward, stuck in some past era -of either barbarism or a noble and innocent but still savage state, "bound up in timeless traditions" (2007, 208) .
The idealized, pastoral image and representation of the periphery/village echoes what Michel Foucault calls a heterotopia, a space endowed with special features representing utopias, authenticity, where even our perception of time is altered . As Zsolt Szíjártó phrases it, "as spaces of continuity in the continuously -and extremely rapidly -changing social and cultural environment, they [heterotopias] suggest a certain type of timelessness, of them being out of time, and they follow and offer the models of permanence, reliability and the validity of traditions" (2000, 10) .
Prejudice, Stereotype, Cliché
Similarly to the way representations shape and construct our perceptions of the world and of ourselves and others, prejudices are at the foundation of our perceptions . As Hans-Georg Gadamer, defending prejudice, argues, people construct their perception of reality on the basis of prejudices, much rather than facts, reason, judgment (1989) . From the perspective of imagology, however, Beller understands prejudice as a "key concept for any preconceived and unsupported opinion and attitude that influence[s] our perception, description and judgement of others" (2007, 404) . Accordingly, prejudice is always already in "information deficit" (Leerssen 2007), given that it is built through the process of singling out certain characteristics from a relatively infinite cluster and excluding/totally neglecting and disregarding others . These singled out characteristics then will be amplified and emphasized, usually with the purpose of criticizing others, and thus heightening our own value .
And though the terms stereotype and cliché are often used as perfect synonyms of the term prejudice, Beller offers a clear definition of all three and differentiates them as follows: "'prejudice' […] [is] a moral judgement or attitude, stereotype […] [is] that attitude's fixed expression, and cliché […] [is] a stylistic turn of phrase" (2007, 404) . In other words, stereotypes verbalize prejudices, and as discursive practices they themselves will also necessarily distort reality . According to Aronson's definition: "[a] stereotype is a generalization about a group of people in which incidental characteristics are assigned to virtually all members of the group/regardless of actual variation among the members . Once formed, stereotypes are resistant to change on the basis of new information" (2005, 434) . Stereotypes, then, are overgeneralizing statements that are also static and rigid, and their relationship to reality constitutes a problematic issue . Clichés have an even more controversial relation to the experienced world given that they have practically no relation to reality, but are rhetorical forms . As Beller argues, unlike stereotypes that contain valorizing aspects be they positive or negative, clichés are "formulaic generalizations which have no basis in empirical experience, not any serious purpose as a moral judgement" (2007, 297) . space of intimacy, comradery, ancient wisdom and close-to-nature lifestyle, a predominantly rural area populated by people aware of their role as the preservers of traditions . Referring to such an idyllic image of Szeklerland and responding to the accusation that the trilogy destroys this image, Székely contends that: I do not have an idyllic or a non-idyllic image of Transylvania, I present what I see . In spite of the fact that these are very local stories, Transylvanian people, Transylvanian places, and I like being a Transylvanian writer, after a while this aspect will vanish and in these texts the Transylvanian-ness of people is going to lose its importance, leaving behind only people, as the country separates itself from the characters of the Chekhov plays . To have a universal message, this is my goal . (2013) The overwhelming majority of reviews emphasize that Székely is a breath of fresh air precisely due to the fact that he discards the idealized image of Szeklerland by addressing taboo topics such as unemployment, Hungarian-Romanian relations, pedophilia, corruption, etc .
8 As the dramatist Zsuzsa Radnóti argues, his works negate traditions to such an extent that he becomes a "tradition-maker" himself, putting an end to the image of the Sweet Transylvania in dramatic literature (qtd . in Kovács 2013) . She sustains her argument with a citation from [Mine Flower]: "The only tradition we keep here is that of drinking […] we drink ourselves to the ground, we jump at each other's throats, and afterwards we go steel some wood from the forest . This is our big fucking tradition" (qtd . in Kovács 2013) . And Székely himself, when asked about the reaction of audiences who live in the region where the trilogy is set, has stated: "Last year, after a performance, an elderly man […] , who found the play very entertaining and significant, said: 'unfortunately, this is how we live'" (Szilléri 2013, emphasis added) . Deconstruction of stereotypes is only possible by either pushing them to the extreme and thus tipping the representation over to the absurd, or by eliminating them through nuancing the image . Replacing them with others does not resolve the initial problem; what is more, such replacement carries the risk of sustaining stereotypical thinking and representation . In our reading, Székely's trilogy does exactly that, namely it replaces a set of (relatively) positive stereotypes with a cluster of negative ones .
In the [Mine District] trilogy Székely then intends to create a representation of Szeklerland and its inhabitants that would replace or at least shade the idealized stereotypical heterostereotypia created in Hungary about this region that has also become an autostereotypical image adopted, internalized and now propagated by Szeklers themselves. All three plays are set in the same unidentified, thus generalized village somewhere in Szeklerland . And though it retains some of 8 See, for example, reviews by Gábor Ménesi (2013) or Bálint Kovács (2013) .
the characteristics of the Romantic image of Leerssen's argument quoted above, it becomes a counter-image of the positively valorized rural location: it is static, even time seems to stand still here, with absolutely no social mobility, where everyone knows everyone else intimately but this intimacy offers grounds for mocking, using and misusing each other rather than functioning as a remedy for loneliness . This is the periphery par excellence, stuck in time, backward, passive, violent, almost barbaric . Its symbolic valences that would link people to this place and would offer them grounds for identity-construction on the basis of connection to the homeland are ridiculed; it is a space emptied of real value other than the forests that can be stolen . In this sense, then, the plays illustrate a process of deterritorialization: the characters have lost their attachment to the land of their forefathers . Efforts of reterritorialization are also mocked: for example, at the end of [Mine Flower] the camera crew that has come to the village tries in vein to highlight the natural and cultural values of the region, the interviewees respond in mere clichés . They perceive the village as a prison, a space that robs them of their free will and traps them in its inertia . In these plays the center in the center-periphery dichotomy is also negatively valorized . Though some of the characters dream and talk about leaving the village, they have no reliable knowledge of the outside world . Still, they want to escape this stasis and go somewhere else -to work in Italy, or to Kolozsvár (Cluj-Napoca), to a city where they would be praised and loved, as the doctor from [Mine Flower] hopes. For here, in the village the only way to fit in is either through drinking heavily or through hanging oneself, which in his drunken stupor the doctor contemplates doing . These hopes and dreams, however, have no foundation: villagers do not even possess a constructed image of the center, they just know that it must be different, other than what they experience in their own environment .
The city, when it appears, becomes a place of corruption, decline and death as well . Florin, the city policeman's wife in [Mine Blindness] died a grotesque death when her head was cut off by a tram (reminiscent of Bulgakov), while in the same play Izabella, the mayor's daughter gets into trouble in the city because her roommates grow cannabis on their balcony . Her fate also shows how the center does not necessarily guarantee the fulfillment of dreams: she has been there for the last decade and though her father keeps financing her "studies" at the universitywhere one has to pay off professors to make it to graduation and, as she promises, become mayor herself one day -we learn that she left the university three years earlier and has been since working as a cleaning lady in a supermarket .
The cliché of the American dream is also parodied: in [Mine Water] Irén's daughter is supposed to be in America, where no one drinks and a housekeeper or a teacher earns one million dollars . But in fact she did not go any further than the neighboring village where she eventually committed suicide; thus Irén waits in vain for her to return . And in case anyone returns from some center due to some familial obligation, like Ilonka, Iván's sister does in [Mine Flower] , the village immediately turns into a prison where she becomes invisible and inert .
If the setting of the plays is totally static, so are the characters populating it . We meet drunken villagers, a disillusioned and burned-out doctor, a corrupt mayor, a perverse pedophile Catholic priest, a narrow-minded teacher outraged not because a man made his sixteen-year-old daughter touch him in exchange for candy but because he was a protestant, and so on . Female characters are also trapped in this world of drinking, disillusionment and brutality, where they are either rendered invisible (Ilonka in [Mine Flower] complains that nobody sees her), or considered nothing but prey that has to be hunted down . And women themselves tend to submit to this image: in [Mine Flower] Iván's neighbor, Irma wished for nothing more than to be Iván's trophy . She is certain that she would be able to dig beyond Iván's rough surface and find there the "hidden mine flowers." But, of course, despite the unexpected opportunity their relationship gets once Irma's husband hangs himself, they remain stuck in their condition and the "mine flowers" buried under brutality, violence and despair.
In the trilogy we encounter no dynamic character, which is not surprising taking into consideration that all of them are constructed out of stereotypes and clichés: every Szekler has a knife or an ax/chainsaw used primarily for fighting, every priest has a lover, everyone has a tendency to commit suicide and all of them drink . The only sober grown-up is Iván's neighbor, Illés in [Mine Flower], who eventually hangs himself, towards whom the villagers' attitude is best phrased by Iván: "If only you would drink, like any normal person!" (2013, 157) . They visit each other in hopes of a free drink, they gather at funerals for the same reason where even the priest is so drunk that he does not even remember who the deceased person is . The Romanian policeman, Florin from [Mine Blindness] also drinks heavily and still jokes about the Szeklers' drinking habits: "Two Szeklers pass the tavern" he says and when Ince asks him to carry on, he responds: "There's no more . That's the joke" (2013, 231) .
Religion, profession and ethnicity serve only as grounds for further stereotyping and clichés . The only Romanian character in the trilogy is Florin the policeman brought in from town by Ince to investigate and discredit his counter-candidate in the local elections . And similar to the Szeklers, this character is also constructed from a cluster of characteristics stereotypically associated with authority figures: shrewd and manipulative, he uses the locals' naivety and narrow-mindedness to hide his own extreme nationalism . As for the diachronic dimension of group identity construction, the persistence of the past and traditions, all three plays abound in irony and sarcasm . [Mine Flower] ends with a television crew having come to the house to interview Iván who, dressed partially in Szekler folk costume and partly in the several-sizes-too-small pullover he has received as a present from Ilonka, his step-sister, says: I'm Iván Vajda, fourty-two-year-old citizen . I've lived here for … more than fourty-two years . My father also lives here […] My grandfather also lived here, and his grandfather also, though I haven't met him yet . We live . Yes . We are living . We are living, working, and preserving the traditions .
[…] We have everything we need as we lead a traditional life, and we are content with the little we have . This is how we live here . We are living . Should I sing? Not yet? Fine then . […] We love the traditions and the Holy Catholic Church .
[…] It's nice to live here because there are these beautiful mountains, and the pine forests, and that shitty little brooklet gurgles so nicely like a stream . […] Here everything is so nice as a dream . As a dream . This is what we live in . Yes . This . (2013, 192) In [Mine Blindness] maintaining traditions means having a map of the onceexistent historical Hungary on the wall and being a member of a traditional Szekler regiment which has absolutely no practical purpose in the twentyfirst century but its gatherings serve as occasions for drinking and reminiscing about some idealized past lifestyle . However, Izsák, the candidate for mayor, an ardent protector of traditions who fills in even official forms with the traditional Szekler alphabet, eventually leaves the regiment because the group has become too "liberal" to appropriately represent their ethnic and historical belonging to the place . In [Mine Water] the dramatic climax seems to be the point when the teacher's house burns down and the priest hints at it being rebuilt by the closeknit community of the village to which Márton, his foster-son ironically remarks: "One can see a strong sense of community when it comes to drinking others' pálinka" 9 (2013, 254) .
Conclusions
If stereotypes are verbalizations of prejudices, articulations of our mental images and opinions about others and about ourselves, that means that they constitute a certain type of discourse and can be used to structure narratives . The nature of discourse, however, is that it is structured, while our world, our experiences are chaotic and lack coherence . Thus experience always evades and escapes representation and it cannot be verbalized through stereotypes, considering the rupture between reality and signification. Székely's attempt to subvert the promoted idealized images fails because reality is, in fact, much more complex than that . Though the playwright claims to have created a representation of another, a/the real mining district, of people populating this region, and claims to deconstruct the false stereotypes of the Transylvanian village of pastoral peace, unity of nature and human beings, ancient wisdom and traditions, etc ., what the trilogy does is merely to replace one stereotypical representation with another -a negative autostereotype that is just as deficient and false as the one replaced. Despite creating a shocking image and addressing taboo topics, the trilogy remains one-dimensional, built on stereotypes and clichés . In our reading, Székely proves incapable of stepping beyond the usual stereotypical discourse, but simply shows the other side of the same coin . As if a counterimage of the Foucauldian heterotopia, the world of the [Mine District] trilogy is a distressing anti-heterotopia .
A further aspect that shatters the "lifelikeness" and "reality" of the plays is again connected to stereotypical representations . Ton Hoenselaars states when discussing dramatic characters from the perspective of imagology: "assumed traits of stereotypical nature, however minor, seriously tend to problematize the overall texture of established complex, three-dimensional literary character [s]" (2007, 284) . As demonstrated, all the characters of the trilogy are more or less stock characters, static and one dimensional, from the drunken and disillusioned middle-aged Iván to the corrupt rural doctor, the shrewd policemen, the homosexual Catholic priest to the flighty and irresponsible youth.
And most importantly, as Leerssen argues in his introductory study to Imagology, "the use of national characterizations has undergone an 'ironic turn '" (2007, 74) . At the same time, in line with Linda Hutcheon's concept of parody as not only and not primarily mocking, but much rather repeating with a difference and thus honoring and perpetuating the past (1988), Leerssen also warns:
[S]tereotypes and clichés […] are often invoked ironically […] with a knowing wink from author to reader . […] [T]his is part of the multi-leveled playfulness: national characters and stereotypes are not used seriously (as they would have been a century before), but metafictionally, as a game of conventions . By the same token, however, the old stereotypes are perpetuated and given a new lease of life, albeit under the ironic proviso: if they are used half-jokingly, they are also used half-seriously; meant to be recognized, albeit playfully, they nevertheless invoke and perpetuate the currency of the stereotype they avoid taking seriously . (2007, (74) (75) Maybe this "knowing wink" aspect makes Székely's trilogy appealing for some, but for others it remains appalling for it brings into play and perpetuates stereotypes, not idealized images, but the other extreme opposite . And stereotypes, be they positively or negatively valorizing, carry the risk of being taken seriously and accepted and assimilated as truthful representations of the Other or of the self . Unfortunately, this is what we see happening in the case of the [Mine District] trilogy, proven also by the fact that -among many others -for example Noémi
